

Dear Mr. Sevo:

The purpose of this letter is to transmit the subject Verification Plan as requested by Reference (a) and as stipulated in Reference (b).

The attached plan identifies the Quality Assurance activities considered appropriate for assessing compliance to current program requirements. As stated in Reference (c), this transmittal is considered to be a preliminary plan, and will be updated, if necessary, upon finalization, issuance, and receipt of the 40 CFR 191 Compliance Plan.

Questions or recommendations regarding this correspondence may be directed to W. H. Sword of my staff.

J. E. McClure, Manager
Westinghouse Quality Assurance
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Attachment

cc: V. DeJong
R. Kehrman
R. Rigney
A. Hunt, DOE/WPO
O. El-Messidi, DOE/WPO
R. Coleman